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Unusual spiral wave tip trajectories in a parametrically forced nonequilibrium system
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The effect of parametric modulations on spiral waves that form in a thin layer of liquid crystal under rotating
magnetic field is studied in laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. Parametric forcings that are
sinusoidal in time make a simply rotating spiral tip to meander, rendering a compound tip trajectory that is
composed of a main circular orbit and a satellite orbit with an unusual crescent shape. No evidence of
frequency locking is found. The underlying mechanism for the unusual shape of the satellite orbit is elucidated,

and the dependence of the rotation frequency of the main circular orbitf̃ o on the perturbation parameters are
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spiral waves are ubiquitous in nature and perhaps the
known nonequilibrium structure investigated so far. Vario
issues have been raised and studied regarding them d
the last few decades@1–9#. Nonetheless, spiral waves in no
equilibrium systems are still an important research top
Among others, one of the up-to-date issues is to unders
the effect of extrinsic stimuli on the dynamics of spir
waves. This issue is not only a very interesting theoret
problem@10–13# but also has a good potential application
cardiology @7,14,15#. There are only a few past studies o
this topic.

For example, Steinbocket al. investigated a light-
sensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction-diffusion sys-
tem with external light perturbations, in particular, in an e
citable regime@16#. Their study was mainly focused on th
case that the unperturbed spiral executes a meandering
tion ~i.e., the spiral core executes a compound orbit form
by two circular motions combined!. The external periodic
perturbation that was homogeneous in space while sinu
dally varying in time had resulted in a variety of complex t
trajectories that were either closed~i.e., periodic with a fre-
quency locking! or opened~i.e., quasiperiodic without a fre
quency locking! depending on the parameter values. Pa
metrically modulated spirals in excitable system were a
investigated in model systems. Among others, one interes
conclusion is that rigidly rotating spirals can only have
resonant drift upon small amplitude parametric modulatio
@17,18#.

More recently, Swinney and co-workers investigated
same issue using a BZ experimental system but in an o
latory regime@19,20#. Their results were dramatically differ
ent from those of Steinbocket al. @16#. Unlike the case of
excitable spirals, the spirals in oscillatory regime were
unstable to the applied light modulations. In other words,
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initial spirals all disappeared with the perturbation. Inste
various resonant patterns—stationary fronts, standing wa
of labyrinth, and more complex structures—were emerg
Recently, Vanag and co-workers had done a more deta
investigation in a similar oscillatory regime and found y
another interesting localized structures@21,22#. These experi-
mental results and the recent numerical simulation stud
@23,24#, all together suggest that spiral forming systems u
der external forcing are indeed a very rich dynamical syste

Here, we note that all previous investigations on ext
nally forced spiral waves have been limited to the ones
sociated with BZ reaction-diffusion systems. Thus, it is n
known or at least unclear what would be the outcome
parametric modulation given to spiral waves in different s
tems. This motivated us to investigate the dynamics of p
odically modulated spiral waves forming in a thin layer
nematic liquid crystal that rotates under uniform magne
fields@25–27#. The spiral wave in the liquid crystal system
a domain wall, while the ones in reaction-diffusion syste
originate from the local nonlinear kinetics that is either e
citable or oscillatory.

We find that forced liquid crystal systems also produ
meandering spiral waves whose tip trajectory is very ana
gous to the compound orbits observed in Refs.@16,28–30#.
The compound trajectories in the forced liquid crystal s
tem, however, distinguish themselves from a typical epycl
orbit for the fact that their secondary orbits are not a sim
circle but a crescent-shaped loop. Besides, no case
frequency-locked compound orbit is realized within our e
tensive parameter search. Numerical simulations on a m
fied time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation~TDGL!
modeling the forced liquid crystal system are also carr
out, and the results are quite consistent with the experime
results.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

Our experimental system is modeled after the one in R
@27#. The spirals form in a thin Hele-Shaw cell filled wit
nematic liquid crystal N-~4-methoxybenzylidene!-4-
butylaniline ~Sigma-Aldrich Chemical!, rotating under uni-
form magnetic field~see Fig. 1!. The gap between two glas
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plates is 75mm thick, and the lateral dimension of the cell
21318 mm2. The inner surfaces of the glass plates a
coated with n-Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromid
~Kanto Chemical! to align the molecules normal to the su
faces~i.e., homeotropic alignment!. Uniform magnetic field
is applied in a direction transverse to the director field~i.e.,
normal to thez axis! with an electromagnet~ANAC, Preci-
sion Electromagnet! whose iron core is 7.5 in. in diamete
The distance between two iron cores is 4 in. Images of
rector field are visualized with a halogen light source a
two cross polarizers, acquired through a~1/3!-in. charge
coupled device camera~WAT-902A, Watec! equipped with a
micro video zoom objective lens~Tzvoa, Titan Tool Supply!,
and digitized by a frame grabber~Meteor, Metrox!.

The polarizer, the Hele-Shaw cell, the analyzer, and
video camera assembly, all are mounted on a single ac
tube that is again coupled to a computer-controlled step
tor as shown in Fig. 1. A 12-bit digital signal is generat
from an home-made synthesizer board with a programm
peripheral interface device~82C55A, Intel! and converted to
an analog signal with a digital-to-analog conver
~DAC7625, Burr Brown!. Subsequently, the analog signal
sent to a voltage/frequency converter~LM331N, National
Semiconductor! whose output is fed to a motor driver. Th
motor driver itself consists of a step motor controller~L297,
SGS-Thomson! and an unipolar step motor controlle
~SLA7024, Allegro!. The rotation frequency of the step mo
tor can be easily modulated by changing the digital pu
signal from the synthesizer board. The step resolution of
motor with a worm gear of 1:15 reduction ratio is 0.12
Unless mentioned otherwise, spiral images are acquire
every 90 ° rotation~i.e., four frames per a complete rotatio!
to keep the overall brightness of the image to be consta

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for studying parametrically forc
spiral waves. The system is composed of a Hele-Shaw cell fi
with homeotropically aligned liquid crystal layer~LC cell!, an elec-
tromagnet, and optics for imaging. The whole assembly is attac
to a step motor. Domain walls appear black through the analy
The setup is temperature regulated at (28.060.1) °C.
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B. Constant rotation velocity

When the magnetic field is applied to the homeotropica
aligned sample, two physical factors compete each othe
the system:~1! the molecules tend to align along the appli
magnetic field since the diamagnetic anisotropy of the liq
crystal is positive, while~2! the elastic deformation force
tries to keep the molecules parallel to thez axis. As the
applied field strength increases beyond a critical value,
director field suddenly becomes parallel~or antiparallel! to
the applied field—a phenomenon known as the Frede
transition@31#. Above the transition, there exist two equiv
lent homogeneous states whose director fields are either
allel or antiparallel to the applied field.

The Hele-Shaw cell in our experimental system rotates
shown in Fig. 1. In this case, the angular frequencyVo of the
rotation as well as the applied field strengthH becomes a
relevant parameter governing the dynamics of the direc
field. According to the values of these two parameters,
director fields can be either ‘‘synchronous’’ or ‘‘asynchr
nous’’ to the applied magnetic field~see Fig. 2! @32#. In the
synchronous regime, the parallel and the antiparallel dire
field states both are stable, thus they can coexist form
domains that are bounded by domain walls. The walls the
selves can be either Ising- or Bloch-type depending on
parameter values@33#. An Ising wall is static, while a Bloch
wall moves with a constant velocity.

Domain walls in a form of rotating spiral can arise in th
Bloch wall regime as shown in Fig. 3. They either ari
spontaneously from the inhomogeneities of the system or
be induced by some finite amplitude perturbations. For
ample, the particular example shown in Fig. 3 is genera
by quenching parameter values rapidly near the Ising-Bl
transition as described in@25–27,34#. The spiraling domain
wall rotates rigidly about its center, thus the two spiral ti
@35# both trace a circle as shown in Fig. 3. The domain wa
in a form of spiral wave rotate rigidly as long as they are n
perturbed externally. The radius of the circular tip trajecto
decreases monotonically as a function ofV.

d

ed
r.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram showing synchronous-asynchronous
sition ~line with filled circle! and Ising-Bloch transition~line with
filled square!. H is the magnetic field andV is the instantaneous
angular velocity of the sample about thez axis.
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C. Modulated rotation velocity

The effect of parametric forcing is studied by making t
rotation frequencyV time dependent such thatV(t)5Vo

1Asin(2pft). Perturbation experiments are carried out
three different sets of (Vo ,H) values in Bloch regime. Fo
each set of (Vo ,H), five different values off and three dif-
ferent values ofA are studied. Sequential images of pe
turbed spirals are acquired, and their tip locations are ide
fied. Typically, 1000 successive frames are captured for e
run, which roughly corresponds to 40 spiral rotations. T
maximum number of images that can be acquired at a tim
limited by the presence of wave trains that move fast into
system from the cell boundary or from pacemakers. Th
always entrain spiral waves.

The spirals in the forced liquid crystal system all ha
survived the given parametric modulations that we int
duced. However, the modulation makes the initially circu
tip trajectories wobble as shown in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!. The per-
turbed tip typically follows a compound orbit that is ve
analogous to the hypercloid~or epycloid! orbits observed in
the excitable BZ system of Ref.@16#. Unlike the perturbed
BZ system, however, no frequency-locking phenomenon
observed in our system, and the shape of the observed s
lite orbit is in general not a simple circle but resembles
crescent. The shape of the satellite orbit gradually transfo
from a circle to a crescent as the modulation frequency
lowered @see Fig. 4~d!#. A similar gradual change from a
circule to a crescent orbit is also observed whenA is in-
creased whilef is fixed. The rotation frequency of the pr
mary circular orbitf̃ o depends crucially on the values ofA
and f, while the rotation frequency of the satellite orbit
always the same as the imposed modulation frequencyf. Es-
sentially, the same behaviors are observed for all three
ferent values of (Vo ,H), or with a different sample.

FIG. 3. A rigidly rotating spiral wave in the absence of param
ric forcing and its circular tip trajectory~for 24.4 sec duration!
superimposed. The viewing area is 1.2 mm31.2 mm. Vo

51.68 rad/sec andH55.00 kG. The spiral rotation frequencyf o

is measured to be 4.4131022 sec21.
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III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Simulation method

In the present experimental setup, it is very difficult
quantify the modulated tip trajectories for a wide range
parameter values. Obtaining a sequence of more tha
couple of thousand images is not feasible due to the pa
maker waves that entrain spiral waves. Therefore, we h
compared and complemented the experimental results
numerical simulations on a model system.

When the deviation of the director field fromz axis is
small, its time evolution in the synchronous regime can
described by a forced time dependent Ginzburg-Lan
equation@26,36#. In a dimensionless form, the equation is

] tA5~12 iv!A1gĀ1¹2A2uAuA, ~1!

wherev andg are real dimensionless parameters. The co
plex amplitudeA is nx1 iny , wherenx(ny) is thex(y) com-
ponent of the director field.

The TDGL equation is integrated numerically with an a
ternating direction implicit method, which is unconditional
stable@37#. The method is of second order both in space a
time. Typical value for the time step and spatial resolution

-

FIG. 4. Spiral tip trajectories under parametric modulations~ex-
periment!. Each trajectories is plotted for a duration of about
min. The modulation frequencyf decreases from~a! 2 f o , ~b! f o to
~c! f o/2. Here,f o(54.4131022 sec21) is the rotation frequency of
the unperturbed spiral. All other parameters are fixed:A
50.29 rad/sec,Vo51.68 rad/sec, andH55.00 kG, respectively.
~d! Satellite orbits associated with the trajectories shown in~a!–~c!.
The satellite orbits are isolated from the compound orbits by ro

ing every points along the trajectory by22p f̃ ot around the center,

where f̃ o the detuned angular frequency of the primary circu
orbit. The three satellite orbits shown in~d! do not share a common
origin of the coordinate system—they are scaled but displaced
way that they do not overlap each other.
7-3
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0.025 and 0.5, respectively. The Ising-Bloch transiti
boundary as determined by our numerical simulations ag
well with that of the theory@26,33# and the current experi
ment~Fig. 2!. The velocity of the Bloch wall is measured fo
several different values ofv andg and found to be consis
tent with the existing theory as well, especially near t
Ising-Bloch transition@26,33#.

Rotating spiral waves of the model system are construc
as follows. The parametersv andg are adjusted to bring the
system into a Bloch regime, and two straight Bloch walls
opposite chirality are seeded as a finite amplitude pertu
tion. These Bloch walls then wind around the immobile s
gular point to form a rotating spiral wall@25–27#. Systems
with a 2003200 mesh are mainly used. Systems with
5003500 mesh or a 10003100 mesh are also studied
confirm that their results are not different from the ones
tained in the smaller 2003200 system.

B. Shape of satellite orbit

Effects of parametric modulations of the typev(t)5vo
1A sin(2pft) are investigated with a fixed value ofg. In the
absence of the parametric modulation, the tip trajectory
simply a circle. When the modulation is turned on, howev
the tip trajectory starts to deviate from an initial circle a
meander. In Fig. 5, tip trajectories for several different valu
of f are shown withA andvo fixed. The degree of meande
ing ~i.e., amplitude of the deviation! gradually increases asf
decreases. Such phenomenon is observed for every non

FIG. 5. Spiral tip trajectories under parametric modulations~nu-
merical simulation!. Each trajectories is plotted for a duration
104 units. The modulation frequencyf decreases from~a! 0.005,~b!
0.002, to ~c! 0.001. All other parameters are fixed:A50.04, vo

50.1, andg50.2, respectively. Here,f o52.0931023. ~d! Satellite
orbits associated with the trajectories shown in~a!–~c!. As in Fig.
4~d!, the satellite orbits in~d! are scaled but do not share a comm
origin of the coordinate system.
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values ofA. The other parameterg is modulated as well in a
similar fashion, but we do not find any qualitative differenc

As in the experiment, the satellite orbit can be isolat
from a meandering trajectory by rotating every points
22p f̃ ot around the immobile singular point. The satelli
orbits associated with the meandering trajectories of F
5~a!–5~c! are thus extracted and shown in Fig. 5~d!. The
shape of satellite orbit gradually changes from a circle t
crescent as in the experiment. During this shape cha
however, its rotation frequency stays the same as the g
modulation frequencyf. As far as we have explored, the m
andering tip trajectories seem to be always quasiperiodic
other words, there is no evidence of a frequency lock
between the two involved frequenciesf̃ o and f. All these
findings are very consistent with the experimental obser
tions.

One can give a heuristic explanation for the origin of t
unusual shape of the observed satellite orbits. If the mod
tion frequencyf is quite small compared to the mean rotati
frequencyf o of the primary circular motion,v would vary
from its minimum (vo2A) to its maximum (vo1A) in a
quasistatic fashion. The radius of the initial circular tip tr
jectory would vary accordingly. One can view the perturb
trajectory as a circular orbit being acquired a satellite or
whose radius varies in a quasi-static fashion from a ma
mum to a minimum value. For example, the innermost~out-
ermost! circle in Fig. 6~a! corresponds to the value ofv(t)
being close to its maximum~minimum!. When f becomes
large, however, the system becomes no longer quasista
the tip barely completes the inner~or outer! circle before
moving on to the outer~or inner! circle @see Figs. 6~b! and
6~c!#. Thus, a crescent-shaped satellite orbit is formed.

C. Parameter dependence off̃ o

In order to understand the dependence off̃ o on the am-
plitude A and the frequencyf of the modulation, one can
consider the movement of an linear Bloch wall. Near
Ising-Bloch transition, the velocity of a linear Bloch wall i
proportional tov @26,33#. When the parameterv is modu-
lated, the time averaged propagation velocityc̄ of the wall
can be shown to be

c̄.co1B~ f !A2 ~2!

for small A @38#. Hereco is the velocity of the wall in the
absence of modulation, andB( f ) is some function off. As

FIG. 6. Satellite orbits for different values off: ~a! f 50.001,~b!
0.0025, and~c! 0.005.A50.1 and other parameters are the same
in Fig. 5.
7-4
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the period of the modulation 1/f becomes smaller than th
relaxation timet of the director field, the deviation ofc̄ from
co must get smaller. The simplest form ofB( f ) consistent
with this expectation is an exponentially decaying functi
of f with a decay constant of an ordert. Note that the spirals
are nothing but a Bloch wall. Therefore, it is quite reasona
to assume that the rotation frequency of spirals is linea
related toc̄. Under these assumptions,

f̃ o~A, f !. f o1C~ f !A2, ~3!

whereC( f ) is an exponential function off, which is propor-
tional toB( f ). To test the validity of Eq.~3!, f̃ o(A, f ) for 100
different combinations ofA and f are measured withvo
50.1 andg50.2. The parameterA ranges from 0.01 to 0.1
while f ranges from 0.001 to 0.01. The measured values
f̃ o(A, f ) agree well with the Eq.~3! for small A as shown in
Fig. 7. The function is clearly quadratic inA. Moreover, the
coefficientC( f ) can be fitted quite well with an exponenti
function of f. Although Eq.~3! is derived for the case tha
only v is being modulated, measurements off̃ o(A, f ) for the
other types of modulations~both A and v) show that the
equation remains valid for even these cases.

IV. CONCLUSION

The effect of parametric modulations on spiral waves t
form in a liquid crystal system is studied in experiments a
numerical simulations. We find that the perturbed spiral
trajectories form quasiperiodic orbits that are consisted o
circular main orbit with frequencyf̃ o(A, f ) and a crescen
shaped satellite orbit withf. Unlike the case of similar ex
periments conducted earlier with BZ reaction-diffusion s
tems@16#, the perturbed spirals in our liquid crystal syste
in-

e,

ur

n
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show no evidence of frequency-locking. In any event, th
perturbed spiral tip trajectories in our system do not becom
a resonant drift that is generic of modulated excitable sy
tems @17,18#. The origin of the unusual shapes of satellit
orbits and the functional form off̃ o are discussed with nu-
merical simulations on a generic model system.
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FIG. 7. The detuning of the main orbit. The rotation frequenc

of the main orbitf̃ o is plotted as a function ofA for several different
values off. Here,vo(50.1) andg(50.2) are constants. Shown in

the inset are measuredf̃ o for several values ofA andf. In the main
figure, the data is plotted in a way to check the validity of Eq.~3!.
C( f ) is obtained by an exponential fit as discussed in the text.
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